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Some scholars in digital humanities claim that the digital has done little to alter the structure of 
the humanities and that projects designed as digital most often than not simple replace “one form 
of isolationalism with another, reinscribing and reinforcing a very conservative form of 
humanities-based scholarship” (Dave Parry, Digital humanities, 433). In the line with this 
observation, a few basic questions related to the structure and the use of the CroMe digital oral 
history collection come up. The first is the visibility and accessibility of the collection in the 
competitive context of presenting community memories predominantly in digital public sphere 
(e.g., portals and blogs designed by Croatian veterans, civilian war victims, NGOs, Diaspora and 
exile communities, political activists). In other words, is this valuable digital collection mostly 
addressed to scholars and human rights activists? What about its potential use in the classroom in 
the country where the first Memorial centre of the Homeland War in Vukovar will be established 
as part of obligatory national history education at the historical site? The next question is whether 
the increase of the number of interviews and accompanying social data has really augmented our 
ability to find answers to important questions about the war in Croatia and its repercussions on 
religious life, gender relations, economy, culture and politics? Is the subsequent inclusion of other 
historical subjects and international figures (translators, journalists, negotiators, asylum seekers, 
members of the UNPROFOR, humanitarians) necessary for better understanding of this war as 
part of contemporary European and Balkan history? And last but not least, in what way has the 
opportunity of “digging into digital data” already changed our research landscape and 
methodological tools in order to perform critical and theoretical observations that are not possible 
with the tools of traditional analysis? As an anthropologist dealing with issues of transgenerational 
transmission of trauma, women experiences of war and state violence, the legacy of WWII in 
cultural memory, the concept of cultural translation in war context, I am still puzzled by pluses and 
minuses of the CroMe digital collection desperately looking for a new computationally-based 
research method or epistemological framework in which productive analysis of words, images, 
gestures and sounds, as recorded in interviews, will come to the fore. 
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